
2020 Digital and Visual Arts Curriculum Summary  
& End-of-the-Year Artwork Showcase 

 
The 2020 Spring Art Showcase  is a virtual, on-line showcase. Please view the varying class sections 
to see artwork and images created by all levels of students. VIEW 2020 ART SHOWCASE HERE 
 
Our Story: As the social distancing mandate made it 
difficult to access tools, it also demanded a 
resourcefulness to view the ‘materials’ around us in 
new ways.  
 
As a metaphor for this thinking, I shared this ‘artifact’ 
from my travels to the Philippines. These hand-crafted 
goggles were given to me by a friend. I was awestruck 
because they were constructed using remnant plate 
glass, the rubber of a bicycle tire (for the strap), fishing 
line was used to bridge the nose, tiny rings were 
borrowed from an old key chain, and zip ties secured carved yakal wood (gathered from sun-dried 
panels of aged houses). It was common knowledge that repurposed Yakal timber, found mainly in the 
Mindanao region, was strong, lightweight, and floats in water. I was enamored by the incredible 
resourcefulness and material knowledge present in how to reuse and repurpose. This functional object 
was made by a small community on Siquijor Island, with very few visitors or imports. What the people of 
Siquijor Island may seem to lack in resources, they did not lack in resourcefulness or ingenuity.  

 
Yet, in times of sparse resources or 
unexpected isolation, the creative or 
innovative mind at first feels stifled, as if to 
say, “What do I do now without ... ? Where did 
my ideas go? What happened to my 
motivation and when might it come back?” 
The mind typically finds a way forward with a 
deliberate shift in perspective. It can reclaim 
it’s creative space by ceasing to dwell upon 
what was lost, and focusing instead on what it 
now has, or what it perhaps didn’t have 
before.  
 
(Image by Mia Lau ‘20) 
 

 
In the Art History courses, the students questioned, ‘are some of the most meaningful artworks made in 
times of need when resources are harder to obtain, or as emotions are tenuous?” Throughout history, 
artists have created public and private works of art that; 1) intentionally reflect a current socio/political 
context or 2) declare charged opinions that intentionally provoke conflict.  Artists have 3) used varying 
art forms to raise awareness for social change, or 4) used art to express shared feelings, connecting on 
an essential human level, supporting each other, and our collective emotional intelligence.  
 

https://gallery.midpac.edu/School-of-the-Arts/Visual-Arts/2020-Spring-Digital-Visual-Arts-Showcase


 
 
Using Flipboard.com as a means to research how artists are reacting 
today, multiple examples of “absurdist” or “shock” art are currently present, 
as people are perhaps processing different stages of disbelief.  
 
 
This absurdity is historically echoed in Eduard Munch’s Self-Portrait with 
the Flu (1919), in the wake of the Spanish Flu Pandemic. The absurdity of 
this oil painting is clear as he sits at the bedside of a greenish blob form, 
interpreted to be the Flu itself. (Image sources: metmuseum.org and 
bbcnews.org )  
 
 

 
In the “shock art” 
category, the students and I examined the following 
article from The Guardian entitled: Tim Alone: Mona’s 
Human Artwork is Still Sitting in an Empty Gallery for Six 
Hours a Day. In the wake of the Covid-19 lockdowns, this 
tattooed man, who now defines himself as an art object, 
had sold his back skin, as a canvas, to artist Wim 
Delvoye, agreeing to sit in museums. We questioned the 
motivations behind his decision to continue to sit in 
empty galleries, and the ethics / controversy surrounding 
his decision to have the back tattoo posthumously 
preserved as “the canvas”, which has already been 
purchased by a European collector. Students made a 
number of connections to previous examples in history 

where people were purchased in varying cultures and for varying reasons. How do we respond, as a 
culture, to the moral implications of using humans as ‘art objects’?  
 
A highlight of the Art History course is the challenge for 
students to create a replica artifact. Using as much of the 
same material and technique of the original piece, the students 
form them to the exact size and dimensions. Please view the 
museum didactic descriptions the students wrote to present 
their hand-made artifact. Students created replicas of: a 
Cycladic Figure, a Tenmoku Plate, a Splashed Sumi Ink Scroll, 
the Edhuanna Disk, a Mississippian Shell Gorget, Pueblo 
Pottery, a Greek Terracotta Roundel, a hand-carved Polynesian 
wood hook, an Egyptian Scarab necklace, Egyptian Canopic 
Jar, Picasso and Munch paintings, and the earliest artifact 
known, the Makapansgat pebble estimated to be 3 million 
years old.  (Image: Replica Munch painting by Chris Hasegawa 
‘20) 
 

https://flipboard.com/
https://www.metmuseum.org/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2020/apr/22/tim-alone-monas-human-artwork-is-still-sitting-in-an-empty-gallery-for-six-hours-a-day
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2020/apr/22/tim-alone-monas-human-artwork-is-still-sitting-in-an-empty-gallery-for-six-hours-a-day
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2020/apr/22/tim-alone-monas-human-artwork-is-still-sitting-in-an-empty-gallery-for-six-hours-a-day
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2020/apr/22/tim-alone-monas-human-artwork-is-still-sitting-in-an-empty-gallery-for-six-hours-a-day


 
 
The IB Visual Arts Group focused specifically on 
the creation of an historic ‘al fresco” or an ‘al 
secco’—terms identifying the different drying 
stages of plaster on a wall as the artist paints 
onto it. The group collaboratively researched 
plaster, as a material, asking, “what minerals is it 
composed of?” Why and how did different 
cultures, 1000’s of years or miles from each other 
each end up using this material” and What made it 
such a popular surface upon which to paint?” 
After each student selected a different place in 
time, they created true-to-size swatches of plaster 
frescoes. (Image: 4” x 4” Roman, Pompeii 
Lararium fresco by Milia McCoy ‘21) 
 
 
Students in Art History also embraced a new challenge, creating engaging videos that present some of 
the researched artworks. The students were asked to include their observations, initial thinking, and 
wondering questions about the objects prior to researching, and then to address the “5 Questions that 
art Historians Ask: How old is it? Who made it? Who paid for it? What is it’s subject? And what is it’s 
style (cultural context)? Lastly, in the videos, students were asked to address the “life story” of the 
object, also known as it’s provenance, as well as the history of who has owned the artifact.” Please 
click on the links here, as they are not included in the gallery.  
 

Kuya Praying Sculpture & Art Cooking Show -  
by Morgan Groves ‘20 
 
Jahangir Preferring Sufi Shaikh to Kings - Bichtir -  
by Josiah Williams ‘20 
 
Las Meninas Painting by Diego Velasquez -  
by Karin Yi Song ‘20 
 
Ancient Jomon Pottery -  
by Skylar Lee-Stefanov ‘20 
 
The Severan Tondo (Berlin Tondo) -  
by Gaiatri Hittle ‘20 
 
The Shigir Idol -  
by Bryce Conrad ‘20 

 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ASwfne4uGoAFgpAtt0zLepfHEjBN8ILr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15e62opIWXUY_YnMGXDcu_34GFmOHOsaY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SIjhe27-6iWWQW8SEEOa9TBz2ev76vSW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1193cJnMVRPZm1_Tj80vqlvOfluocWH_Q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PgPV5fadDuzLsAOdmQWSUAcIT1Otf-Rq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15fEP2AT0v_6hWvQWc1V1rAaQOiv_tSup/view?usp=sharing


 
“After a certain high level of technical skill is achieved, science and art tend to 

coalesce... The greatest scientists are always artists as well.”  
- Albert Einstein 

 

 
Learning to be resourceful takes time, and a willingness to experiment and repeat. Having to be resourceful 
can cultivate a self-driven curiosity, “What can I do with… this? Why doesn’t this work? What might I use in 
its place? How would that make it better?” Students learned unexpected new skills; among them 
improvisation or substitution while problem-solving in the Experimental Printmaking class. For example, 
students learned how to make their own brushes and reed pens from various plant materials or scrap 
pieces of wood or plastic found around the house. Students went through an extended process of exploring 
how to make inks in the kitchen. This work was inspired by contemporary ink-maker and author, Jason 
Logan. He was interviewed in 2018 on his process of creating ink from found objects in New Jersey by 
NPR: Link to the NPR podcast here.  
 
 

“Creativity will be the currency of the 21st Century.”  
- Gerald Gordon, PhD. President/C.E.O. - Economic Development Authority, US 

 
 
In the midst of the global Covid-19 response, we’ve observed how people are finding creative ways to 
problem-solve, reach others, or generate new solutions, whether it is to help others or to keep businesses 
running. These global challenges benefit from these resourceful, ethically-aware, and explorative minds. 
Lastly, the creative mind that feels empathy, which we often refer to as having ‘emotional intelligence,’ will 
be individuals who can see the big picture and all the complex positions people are in, thus, a creative mind 
will be able to envision new approaches.  

https://www.npr.org/2018/10/17/656299093/to-make-ink-you-just-need-to-look-down-around-your-feet


Max Planck, the father of quantum theory, felt that the pioneering and innovative scientist must have, “a 
vivid, intuitive imagination, for new ideas are not generated by deduction, but by artistically creative 
imagination.” 

 
“Logic will get you from A to B.  

Imagination will take you everywhere.”  
- Albert Einstein 

 
 
Evident in the artwork, students are finding 
new approaches to creating imaginative, 
or surrealistic imagery. At times, 
hand-drawings, or digitally collaging 
drawings, stock imagery from resources, 
or photography are mixed together, 
playing with proportion and distorting 
reality.  
 
Some students drew very detailed images 
of their rooms, personal objects, or 
symbolically, objects that they’re “confined 
with, in a surrealistic style, thus enhancing 
the sense  of “time standing still, or 
warping experience. (Images by Julia 
Wong ‘20) 
 

 
 
 
The artworks in this online collection illustrate 
portions of each of the class’ curriculum, i.e. what 
students have been doing in the classrooms prior to 
virtual learning. Students have also been actively 
exploring the current situation in the world, through 
guided conversations in Google meets.  
 
Some artworks address the personal expressions or 
experiences during the COVID-19 school closures. 
Students were invited to creatively express what it’s 
like being in Quarantine, or being a “Quaran’teen’’. 
Some students expressed feelings of fear, confusion, 
disbelief, boredom, isolation, frustration, uncertainty, 
empathy, exhaustion, as well as hope, optimism, and 
renewal.  
 
 



 
In addition to journal work, students work on a range of digital art projects that include illustration, 
graphic design, interactive and motion graphics. That did not stop when our class went virtual. Emma 
Klassen-Lee ’22 is currently working on a dystopian graphic novel. And during our art sharing day, 
students were asked to write a haiku poem about their artwork. Each student recited their poem as we 
looked at each other’s artwork together. This is Emma’s art and these are her words.  

 
 
“An empty city 
Surviving all by yourself 
When did it all change”  
-Illustration and Poem:  Emma Klassen-Lee ‘23 
  
 
“Through art, my students share the world 
they see and embed the stories they want 
to tell .”  
-Jennifer Goya, Digital Art Teacher 
 

 
 
I love it when I see students incorporate their written voices into their pieces because of the 
interchangeable relationship between image and text–the image informs the text, as much as 
text informs images. As with text, sound and web design become other media that students 
explore in my classes, so students become well rounded digital artists.  
 
Gaia Hittle’s ‘20 journal features a short story with a landscape painted with watercolors.  While 
at the same time she also created a webpage where the visitor must search for objects to 
interact with and listen to a unique soundscape.  
 
Soundscape Webpage URL:  http://bit.ly/32yfgdi  
 
 

http://gallery.pueodigital.com/journals/
http://bit.ly/32yfgdi


 
The Digital Art Certificate Studio fosters growth in community. 
Art making typically can be a very individualistic practice and 
as students work in tandem with each other during 
studio/class time, it is important that students make a 
personal connection with each other.  
 
In class we explore digital art history via notable artists and 
techniques. The playing cards featured were a part of a 
collaborative art history project on digital imaging techniques 
and artists. Students worked in small groups and designed 
52 cards in the style of a notable digital artist. The cards were 
professionally printed and students then had their own custom deck of cards. Students were able to 
bond over the unfamiliar (techniques and style) and share in this collective experience. 

View selected art from Digital Art and the Digital Art Certificate here: http://gallery.pueodigital.com/. 
 
The Advanced Creative Technology class designed a virtual showcase displaying the work of the 
students this past year. Although they couldn't have been together to wrap up the short film we were 
working on, this virtual showcase presents the accomplishments of their hard work and dedication.. 
https://www.midpac.edu/ac-tech/2020/05/virtual-showcase-2020.php 

 
Social Innovation: In the IB Visual Arts class 
students explored the term “social innovation,” a 
definition that includes artistic acts created or 
organized to connect people on a human level, 
working to transcend the boundaries of 
technological connection.’ The International 
Baccalaureate Full Diploma Seniors addressed 
their thoughts on social innovation, mental health, 
and adapted their official artwork exhibition to be 
presented to viewers on a Padlet site: for Diana 
Pele Leau  ‘20, and Ashley Uyematsu  ‘20. Click 
here to view their extensive two-year process 
portfolios: 2020 Process portfolio by Pele , and 2020 
Process Portfolio by Ashley. 
 

For example, students observed that around the world people have 
been singing and playing instruments from their high-rise windows, 
casting projections onto sides of buildings for neighbors to view, and an 
unprecedented amount of public graffiti installed by acclaimed artists 
with significant political or health care messages. Students noticed, 
‘social innovation’ included simply using sidewalk chalk and leaving the 
chalk accessible for others as they walk by, or simply taping an uplifting 
drawing in your window for others to see. These acts of social 
innovation are a form of mass art therapy for all ages, and serves the 
critical social function of letting others know, “You’re not alone.”  
(Image Source: Honolulu Star Advertiser:Associated Press.) 

http://gallery.pueodigital.com/
https://www.midpac.edu/ac-tech/2020/05/virtual-showcase-2020.php
https://padlet.com/d3athold3R/71qgsalfsdbp
https://padlet.com/d3athold3R/71qgsalfsdbp
https://padlet.com/ashleyuyematsu/ozs2jbzwogkd5zry
https://drive.google.com/file/d/184dZHbU9bBdIZLbYWsgFPpOEzBQ5EaQc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SU2dhLPK_9-jlZxK9zsTGAanCYJftKsu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SU2dhLPK_9-jlZxK9zsTGAanCYJftKsu/view?usp=sharing


How important are the arts to our students, society?  
At Mid-Pacific we nurture the human within. Expressive and 
socially driven arts are now an even more critical component for a 
vast number of children who continue to live in a culture of 
isolationism, uncertainty, or conflict. 
 
“During these uncertain times, students have so much to say, 
share, and process. Visual arts provide a powerful mode of 
self-expression and discovery. What better time than now, during 
an unprecedented pandemic, to express what we are feeling and 
thinking through imagery. The art-making process becomes 
especially powerful when students discuss their work during class 
because it becomes clear that we share common, often complex, 
emotions. Artwork can show we are not alone and are all in this 
unusual time together.”  - Alison Beste, Photography Teacher 
 
A Sign of The Times Assignment:  
Empty H-1 by Shanelle Nishimura ‘21  

 
 

A Sign of The Times Assignment:  
Mask-Making by Micah Lee’21 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
A Sign of the Times Assignment:  
Frustration by Kerrin Lee ‘20 

 
 
  
 
 

Flat Lay Photography Assignment:  
My Covid Survival Kit by Eva Horner ‘21 

 



“To practice any art, no matter how well or badly,  
is a way to make your soul grow. So do it.”  

- Kurt Vonnegut 
 

 
In Ceramics classes, the tradition of using 
varied techniques and processes to create 
high quality pieces has continued for all levels 
of students. These projects  included thrown 
vessels, hand-built textured forms,  humorous 
narratives for characters, life-like shoes, or 
dilapidated Western towns.  
 
 

Some students participated in a private tour of the Shangri 
La Museum.  Prior to visiting the once private estate of 
Doris Duke, the curator and specialists in Islamic Art came 
to Mid-Pacific to share a preliminary lesson on the history 
and prevalence of Islamic Art. These cross-cultural 
lessons emphasized the interconnectedness of a number 
of cultures and religions that are often misunderstood 
under the umbrella term of “Islamic Art.”  

 
 
On site, the students were guided in a study of 
the delicate and intricate geometric patterns 
throughout the mosaic works. Students 
analyzed a number of pieces, for their aesthetic 
styles, symmetry, symbolism, and notably the 
extensive amount of labor involved to fire the  
 

https://www.shangrilahawaii.org/
https://www.shangrilahawaii.org/


 
tiles with a lustrous surface. Students met at the end of the tour with 
the conservationist of the museum who further discussed the 
difficulty and intricacies of preserving or restoring such delicate 
works, and how, to display them, modern tiles are inserted into the 
historic pieces, attempting to blend in as beautifully as the originals.   
 
The visit to Shangri La, for ceramics students, kicked off an 
investigation into making tessellations; shapes intricately fitted 
together to compose a repeated pattern, or one that morphs from one 
shape to another. The study extended into examining the work of MC 
Escher (born 1898),  a well-known Dutch Graphic Artist who created 
mathematically inspired prints during Surrealist, Expressionist, Cubist, 
Modern Art, and Op Art periods.  
(Below: "Metamorphosis I"  M.C. Escher, Offset Lithograph.) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“My tessellation is about how the Coronavirus 
pandemic has affected my future plans. I now 
feel stuck in a storm of uncertainty, without a 
clear understanding of when it will end. I can 
see my potential decisions, but I don’t know the 
outcome. The main plan pictured is my college 
decision.  
 
Being a senior, I have spent the past several 
months thinking and planning for the fall. 
However, in light of recent events, I now have 
to change direction altogether. I have the 
‘desire to fly’ into the next stage of my life, like 
the birds and paper airplanes, yet the 
destination is unclear. The birds move toward 
nature while the airplane goes to the city.”  
 
- Morgan Groves ‘20  
 
 
 



 
Mid Pacific Owls are incredibly imaginative and very 
willing to take risks. Our students are the finest example 
of what it is to be an artist/scholar.  
 

- Alex Donis, 2D Arts Teacher 
 
In addition to viewing the works in the gallery, please 
enjoy these padlet formats in which students are 
engaging in the important process of providing peer 
feedback or suggestions for improvement. This 
important “feedback loop” amongst peers and faculty 
has proven to be a challenge for the arts in a virtual 
setting, yet here is a great way to keep those 
conversations going, and to stay connected.  
 
FDVA 1 
https://padlet.com/adonis4/ec23fhm4bmkvi028 
FDVA 3 
https://padlet.com/adonis4/agbvstyqyu73ccvi 
2D 4 
https://padlet.com/adonis4/8j3cbgdqtjzc63bo 
2D 5 
https://padlet.com/adonis4/qg1riohbh3q6ou6l 
2D 7 
https://padlet.com/adonis4/dmbwp2vzv9in2iup

(Image: Emma Klassen-Lee ‘23) 

(Image: Fiona Sievert ‘20) 
 
 

(Image: Sky Barber-Newman ‘22)  

https://padlet.com/adonis4/ec23fhm4bmkvi028
https://padlet.com/adonis4/agbvstyqyu73ccvi
https://padlet.com/adonis4/8j3cbgdqtjzc63bo
https://padlet.com/adonis4/qg1riohbh3q6ou6l
https://padlet.com/adonis4/dmbwp2vzv9in2iup


“The ‘solo, starving-artist’ stereotype has finally faded.   
Artists work in collaborative cohorts and guild businesses, 

 reaching clients across a network of interdisciplinary fields.  
Multimedia artists are designing the integrated ways  
in which we construct and interact with the world.” 

- Jill Johnson, HS MPSA Digital /Visual Arts Program Head (2020)  
 

 
Morning Brew! Celebrating the power of collaboration: 
 
We were fortunate to enjoy a social gathering this year just prior to Spring 
Break, when the stay-at-home mandate began. The students in the Digital 
and Visual Arts Certificate program and in the IB Visual arts program spent 7 
weeks preparing the larger-than-life murals, wall-mounted ceramic pieces, 
and digital artworks for the Morning Brew Coffee Shop in Kaka’ako. The 
theme of the show, “In the Round,” decided upon by the students, was meant 
to encompass the variety of perspectives around organic or cyclical imagery. 
Collaboration and clear communication was vital to executing four of the 
massive murals. In the cut murals, the imagery connects and flows from one 
panel to the next, emphasizing the interconnectedness.  
 
Students designed and printed their own logo and show title onto t-shirts by 
hand. The logo, first co-crafted in Ms. Jen Goya’s digital art lab, was 
transferred using an emulsion stenciling process in the printmaking lab.  
 
 
 
The show opening was a true 
success. With a film crew on 
hand to capture the event, 
many parents, students, 
faculty, and school staff were 
present, sharing their 
commentary of the exhibition 
in front of the cameras.  
 
 



A special thanks to Tim Savage and his film crew for supporting the Mid-Pacific Arts program with their 
extraordinary filming talents.  
 
Lastly, congratulations to  Ku’i Gilleland and Josiah Williams  for receiving the “2020 Outstanding 
Student on the Digital or Visual Arts” Awards. Please click here to see the videos from the Awards 
ceremony:  
Ku’i Gilleland ‘20 - Digital Arts Award  
Josiah Williams ‘20 - Visual Arts Award  
 
A Hui Hou!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jill Johnson  
Mid-Pacific Institute  
High School Visual/Digital Arts Program head  
jjohnson@midpac.edu  

 

“Quorknyleeus,” Triptych Acrylic panels by Mia Lau, Judith May-Tamayo, Josiah Williams, and Julia Wong. An 18 ft x 7 ft 
installation painting for Morning Brew, Kaka’ako, 2020.  
 
 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J2Y6ZAvEEUXLJClF857tKlLe3AcyB6M0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16FKcLxSHm6hXQlTbXgskpaUfOtbqPYXK/view?usp=sharing
mailto:jjohnson@midpac.edu

